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Why did I choose to focus on this course when I did the CDI?
• Change in timing: moving from 4th year to 3rd year of curriculum 
• Change in class size: increased from ~100 students to ~150 students 

(expected to increase further to ~200 students)
• My readiness: I was now able to focus on this course
• My hope: to intentionally design the course to create reliably ‘significant 

learning experiences’ for a broad range of students
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Who am I?   

Who are the learners in this class?
• Demographics
• Curricular requirements
•What students need (and want)
• How course relates to their life contexts

• Teaching philosophy
• ‘Energy capacity’ for course
• Previous experience and expertise
• Priorities



How can we learn about our students?   
Some examples from my experience...

1.Insights from our own students

• Ask students what they want and need

• Seek students’ feedback–respect it, act on it

2.Insights about university students                                      
in general



I just want you to know that I really want to 
be a transformed, open-minded and well-
educated individual by 2018 J

I want to be enlightened, so I want 
to receive long term learning advice. 

I’m worry about exams and I think 
I need some help to relax myself

I am confident and excited that 
with your excellent teaching and 
my hard work, I will discover me 
in me and make best efforts to do 
something for the welfare of 
society

I am shy and insecure majority 
of the time, but I am definitely 
passionate for knowledge

I would like my profs to know 
that as first year students we 
are sh-t scared and nervous 
and just need a smile and 
encouragementPay more attention to international 

students.  We are new here, but we are 
passionate.  We look forward to fitting in.

What is one thing you would like your profs to know?

I want you to know that the 
beginning of this 
experience/journey is nerve-
wracking and scary but I trust 
you’ll be able to help it grow into 
something amazing.

I would like you to know that I 
don’t really know what I want 
to do, but I’m excited to start 
classes J

It’s all so overwhelming! :|
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Alan Dean

Mid-course 

Evaluation 

Surveys
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I believe we 
can create 
transformative 
learning 
experiences…
even in very 
large classes
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From my notes/reflections for Day 1 of the CDI: Fink’s Taxonomy of Significant Learning

Facts, principles, relationships

Do something with 
foundational 
knowledge 
(problem-solving, 
decision-making, 
creative thinking…)

Similarities, interactions 
between one subject and 
another

Learn about themselves, 
how to interact with others

Students change 
feelings, interests, 
values

How to keep learning about this 
subject after the course is over



Assess Plan

ImplementEvaluate

Course design is an iterative process!



Developing appropriate and meaningful course-level 
Learning Outcomes is KEY!






